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How to find elusive
discounted deals

Here’s 10 ways to shake the bushes for
deals. These are in no order of preference
or effectiveness.
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E

ver become frustrated from your
latest search to find your next deal
and concluded that there are no
good real estate deals out there?
Many real estate entrepreneurs have shared
this opinion from time to time. In reality,

this thought couldn’t be further from the
truth. You can be assured that no matter
what, no matter when, there are ALWAYS
deals out there. If you are not finding
any deals, perhaps your tactics may need
some sharpening or your sights may
need widening.
Searching for properties can be a time
consuming process and as a result, many
investors can lean too heavily on their
realtors to locate properties. Although
many realtors do a great job finding good
investment property, they are often limited
to properties available on the MLS.
There are a number of methods to source
deals which allow you to bypass the realtor
and deal directly with the seller/owner,
where many of the best deals can be found.
The process in dealing directly with an
owner can be much more fruitful because
you have the opportunity in making the
sales process more relationship based than
when represented by, or operating through
a realtor. Remember, in sales, people do
business with people they like. Finding and
negotiating a great real estate deal is no
different… it comes down to sales and it’s all
about your sales process.
The ability to ask your own probing
questions to discover the underlying
motivation behind the sale enables you to
become empathetic to their situation which
can create the best platform for a win/win
deal. The quote: “people don’t care how
much you know until they know how much
you care” is very prevalent in this type
of situation.
There are many ways to find good deals;
the challenge for many investors who rely
exclusively on their realtors is getting out
and pounding the pavement themselves. So
what does pavement pounding look like?

Call FSBOs

You can locate owners by checking
out “For Sale by Owner” ads from a
local major paper, a small neighbourhood
publication or from online ads. They will
normally be found under the “Houses for
Sale” category. There are key words to look
for which may be clues as to the degree of
seller motivation. Ads which contain “Just
reduced; Handyman Special; TLC needed;
For Sale or Lease; Must Sell” are suggestive
words which allude to the fact there may be
some issues with the property or the seller’s
“life” situation.
Secondly, there are many “For Sale by
Owner” companies which provide discount
flat rates to their customers who are selling
their homes. These companies provide a
website with pictures and property details as
well as contact information of the owners.
This enables you to contact the owners
directly and begin your own sales process.
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Call rental ads

There are many landlords out there
who do not want to be landlords
anymore. Many don’t have the time,
money or the patience to deal with tenants,
property management or maintenance. By
calling rental ads, you may get a willing
owner on the phone who may be more
than ready to negotiate. Some people may
really need to sell but have not had the
time or motivation to put the property up
for sale until you call them. Timing can be
everything in finding a great deal .
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Drive neighbourhoods

There could be potential deals within
walking distance of you. Choose an
area of approximately 300 houses. Become
an expert in that area. Drive the area
regularly and check for signs of distress.
These signs can be something like:
• Mail gathering at the front door for weeks
or months
• Excessive deterioration of the house
• Overgrown grass, hedges and landscaping
• Lockboxes on doors, railing or poles
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A: .............................................................................
Q: How many bedrooms does
the house have?

A: ............................................................................
Q: How many bathrooms?
A: .............................................................................
Q: What is the square footage?
A: .............................................................................
Q: On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 a complete
disaster and 10 being brand new, where
would you rank the condition of your home?
A: (Circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Q: Is there a mortgage on the house?
A: .............................................................................
Q: Is that a first and second mortgage or
just a first?

Telephone script
Hello, my name is (your 1st & last name).
I was calling about your house for sale, is it
still available?

Q: Are you the owner of the property?

How is that spelled? Are there any other
owners that will be part of the decision
process?

Q: What area is that in?
Is there a main cross street?
A: ..........................................................................

Owner’s name: .................................................
(get full legal names for the Offer Contract)

Q: Is this the best number to get you on if I
have any more questions?
Phone: ...................... Email: ..................................
Great… Could you please tell me a bit about
the house and the area? (Take some notes)

Q: Have you lived there long? (gives you

Q: Sounds like a great house (area) …

an idea about the mortgage amounts)

Q: I have the address listed as (repeat
address back to them, or in case the address
is not listed get it at this point), is that
correct?

A: Property address:
...................................................City:............................
.............................Province: ........... Postal: ...........
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why would you want to move? (Listen and
learn… the motivation should come here…
let them talk & take notes)

Q: What do you think the current value is?
A: .............................................................................
Q: So how did you come up

with that value?
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Q: If second what is the balance of both 1st
and 2nd?
A: 1st mortgage.....................................................
2nd mortgage..........................................................

Q: What are the monthly payment(s)?
A: .............................................................................
Q: Would you be willing to offer terms or
owner financing on the property?
A: Yes / No / Maybe
Q: Would you be willing to lease the
property with the option for me to purchase
a few years from now? This can give you
years of uninterrupted rental payments with
almost no property management issues.
A: Yes / No / Maybe
Q: If I could get you all cash and closed

within two weeks, what would your rock
bottom price be?

A: .............................................................................

• Boarded up basement windows
• Zoning/municipal notices posted on
windows or doors
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Knocking on doors

When you see property in the
condition described above, go up to
the door and knock on the door. What do
you say? Something like; “Hello, my name is
[your name], I am a real estate investor and
I am interested in potentially buying a house
in the neighbourhood and I’m just knocking
on doors to see if anyone is interested
in selling.” Once you have finished your
conversation, go to other neighbours and do
the same thing. I suggest using the 10-10-20
principal. That’s 10 houses to the left of the
subject property, 10 to the right and the 20
on the other side of the street.
By doing this you establish your presence
with other neighbours and you may find a
sale where you least expect it.
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Put notices or
letters on doors

In a similar fashion to the above
suggestion (or if there is no one home), you
can attach notices or letters to the door of
a property which looks to be in a distressed
situation. There are many ways to word such
a notice or letter, but it can be as simple
as: “Hello homeowner. My name is [your
name] and I would like to buy your house.
Please call me if you are interested.”
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Go to your local landlord/
tenant board

There are cases which are held on
a regular basis at landlord/tenant boards
across the country. These happen both in
the courtroom and outside of the courtroom
by a mediator. Attending these hearings
from time to time gives you the opportunity
to meet landlords or property managers
who have just come from an experience
they probably wish they had not had to go
through. They may be very willing to talk to
you about selling their property.
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Go to foreclosure court

Going to foreclosure court can be a
very interesting experience. You can
witness foreclosure hearings which will be at
various stages in their processes. Sometimes
the owners are in attendance and sometimes
not. The reason for attending, other than

Attend landlord/
tenant board
hearings; you will
meet landlords
who may be very
willing to talk to
you about selling
their property
for your edification, is to potentially meet
owners and be able to provide them some
help. This may be financial help, advice
to save their property or a deal to buy the
property. Sincerely providing options to
owners who are unfamiliar with the process
can be invaluable to them. I encourage you
to understand the foreclosure process in
your province.
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Placing ads

Utilize local papers and online ads
like Kijiji and Craigslist to get your
message out. Simple messages like: “I can
buy your house fast!” “Need to sell your
house today?” It can be as simple as “I Buy
Houses.” These ads work well under the
“Money to Lend” sections and attract people
who are looking for cash to keep their
houses. They may read your ad and realize if
they just sold their house, it may relieve their
financial pressures.
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Fax realtors

Create a simple message.
“I am looking for distressed houses
in [your area of choice] that I can get
for a minimum of 10% (or whatever your
number is) under market value. I can buy
cash and close quickly.” When you fax this
to all the local real estate brokerages, you
should get calls. This can be the initiation
to creating some great relationships with
realtors who may be able to find you some
great deals.
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Word of mouth

There is no better advertising
for you than word of mouth.
Just like in any type of sale, when a trusted
friend, neighbour or business associate passes
along your name to someone they feel can
benefit from what you do, it comes as a great
recommendation to the person receiving
it. This can dramatically help in your sales
process as your service and credibility have
perhaps already been addressed. All you have
to do now is fill the need and make the sale.
When it comes to finding more deals, it
is not the lack of resources, but rather the
lack of resourcefulness that truly prevents
real estate investors from reaching their
investment goals.
Gord Lemon
participates in joint venture/
co-ownership deals and has
money to lend through his
Mortgage Investment
Corporation (MIC) and his
network as a financing
specialist. Tap into his
network of experts and benefit from 25+ years
of experience in Canadian and U.S. real
estate through simple, easy to follow videos
and articles by visiting www.gordlemon.com
and www.PropertyProphets.ca
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